1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The dramatic increase in average life expectancy has led to a rapid rise in the aging population across the globe ([@bb0100]). Age is a robust and independent risk factor for a range of non-communicable diseases like cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative disease, and so it follows that this newfound increase in longevity creates a substantial burden in disease incidence and health care costs ([@bb0075]). Overwhelming evidence suggests that processes intrinsic to aging contribute to the pathogenesis of age-related diseases. Ongoing international efforts have made great strides in advancing our knowledge of the biology of aging and several "hallmarks" of aging have been identified that may play a causative role in the age-related increase in disease vulnerability ([@bb0200], [@bb0255]). These age-related changes include fundamental aspects of biology such as metabolic dysfunction, genomic instability, failure of quality control mechanisms, disruption in cellular pathways controlling growth and recycling, failure in integrity of cell-cell communication, and loss of regenerative capacity. Consequent changes in metabolic homeostasis and inflammatory tone are thought to further compound these primary defects of age ([@bb0155], [@bb0170]), negatively influencing the tissue microenvironment to create a permissive state for disease incidence and progression.

These last few years have seen a shift in emphasis from the investigation of individual age-related diseases in isolation toward a broader context to define the basic biology of aging. The concept behind the recently coined pursuit of GeroScience ([@bb0090]) is that a strategy to delay the aging process itself would decrease vulnerability across the age-related disease spectrum leading to lower morbidity and comorbidity. Indeed the concept that aging might be a suitable drug target in a clinical context is gaining traction and there is considerable effort being applied to bring this idea to fruition ([@bb0245]). One of the most valuable tools in aging research is caloric restriction (CR), a proven intervention to delay aging and age-related disease ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). If we could understand what mechanisms are employed by CR to impinge on the aging process we could potentially identify causal networks that contribute to the increase in disease vulnerability as a function of normative aging.Fig. 1Caloric Restriction (CR) delays the onset of age-related diseases. Studies in rodents and nonhuman primates have revealed a beneficial effect of CR on a diverse set of conditions related to human aging.Fig. 1

2. Human Aging Studies {#s0010}
======================

Several large-scale longitudinal aging studies have contributed enormously to our current understanding of the physiological changes during aging and their impact on health in old age. The Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging started in 1958, even before the foundation of the National Institute on Aging NIA in 1974. The study set out to determine the trajectory of change as a function of normal aging. Over the years 1300 participants have been monitored longitudinally, with health, cognitive and functional assessments conducted periodically. More recently, auxiliary studies have been conducted to identify the molecular signature of age related functional declines, including the investigation of the ability of biological markers such as serum metabolites to index physical function ([@bb0305]). Studies such as these will contribute new biomarkers with utility for diagnosis and treatment efficacy monitoring but also have potential to reveal the underlying biology of the age-related disorders. The Health Aging and Body Composition (Health ABC) is a longitudinal study of over 3000 subjects in the 70--79 year old age range that were recruited in 1997 and followed for a decade and a half. Data from this study have featured in hundreds of publications since 1999. Early reports focused on functional decline with age ([@bb0385]) but as the study progressed reports of interactions among measured parameters and their association with disease have emerged ([@bb0055]). The survey of Midlife Development in the US (MIDUS) was launched in 1995 with the overarching goal to discover the contributions of behavioral, psychological, and social factors to variation in health and well-being as a function of age ([@bb0325]). A repository of data and specimens collected from subjects in the study has enabled the investigation of biological factors to determine how these impact aging and health, such as interactions among biological indices as predictors of health and the role of inflammatory tone ([@bb0145]).

The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study is a long-term study of a random sample of 10,317 men and women who graduated from Wisconsin high schools in 1957 ([@bb0180]). Survey data were collected from the original respondents and a selected sibling and from their spouses. Health, social, and economic data have been collected, with more recent initiatives including genetic studies of a sub-group of the cohort. The Health and Retirement Study based at the University of Michigan was initiated in 1992 and focused on the 51--61 year age group. Subjects, now in their 70s and 80s, were interviewed every two years. Additional groups were added later including a cohort older than 70, a cohort of subjects who had birth dates in the years of the depression who were in their 60s at the time of recruitment, and the "war babies" cohort who were in their early 50s. Currently the study has captured data from \~ 20,000 persons. Over the years the investigation has expanded to include on site physical assessments, biomarkers and genetics, allowing the biological underpinnings of age-related disease and disorders to be uncovered ([@bb0135], [@bb0295]). Frameworks such as the studies described above have great potential to uncover factors contributing to multi-morbidity, a key aspect in geriatric care and a major factor in loss of independence ([@bb0150]). As more molecular level data emerge from analysis of collected biospecimens from each of these and other longitudinal aging studies we can anticipate the emergence of a whole new perspective on aging biology in humans at unprecedented resolution.

The Lothian Birth cohorts of 1921 and 1936 are studies that were initiated in 1999 and 2004 respectively, originally aimed at uncovering the genetic determinants of cognitive aging. These are follow up studies to the Scottish mental survey that tested the intelligence of almost all children aged 11 that attended Scottish school in 1932 and 1947 and were later recruited for the longitudinal study at the mean age of 79 and 70. In addition to genetic determinants, several other factors like physical fitness, inflammatory profile, renal function, VitB12 and folate, psycho-social and economic status were found to be associated with lifetime cognitive aging ([@bb0130]). The Leiden 85 + longitudinal study began in 1997 with 599 individuals aged 85 and older inhabiting the city of Leiden in Netherlands. They were followed up for the next five years with particular focus on inflammation and vascular factors linked with aging. These studies uncovered an association between atherosclerosis and dementia in old age ([@bb0400]). Extending the Leiden 85 + study, the Newcastle 85 + study comprises over 1000 individuals that were recruited in 2006 at the age of 85. This study included interested participants without regard to their health status thereby avoiding selection bias in the cohort. This design captured the broad spectrum of health in the oldest individuals, with reported outcomes linked to various biological and social factors ([@bb0105]).

Another highly informative avenue of investigation includes the study of exceptional longevity. These studies investigate parameters related to aging in centenarians, semi-super agers \> 105 years of age, and super agers \> 110 years of age. The New England Centenarian Study was founded in 1995 at Boston University and expanded to the multi-center Long Life Family Study established in 2006. The latter is a prospective study of 5000 subjects from \> 500 families that are enriched for exceptional longevity. Notably the New England Centenarian study reported that the extension of longevity is associated with a compression in morbidity so that in addition to having a longer life these centenarians have a longer period of health ([@bb0005]), suggesting that multiple aspects of aging are off-set and delayed in this cohort. Genetic analysis identified the TOMM40/ApoE locus as important for very long life ([@bb0365]). ApoE is the gene encoding apolipoprotein E involved in lipid transport and cholesterol metabolism, and the importance of the TOMM40/APOE locus in longevity was confirmed in a meta-analysis of data from 5 cententarian studies from USA, Europe and Japan ([@bb0370]). The Longevity Genes Project based in the Albert Einstein College of Medicine investigates the basis for longevity in a founder population of Ashkenazi Jews. The cohort includes over 500 individuals with exceptional longevity, over 700 of their offspring, and a further 600 unrelated individuals. Here also a connection to lipid metabolism has been made including genes involved in lipoproteins and cholesterol metabolism ([@bb0040]), and the adipose derived signaling peptide adiponectin, a regulator of lipid fuel utilization ([@bb0025]). Interestingly, adiponectin is implicated in the mechanisms of CR and linked to enhanced longevity in rodents (see below). Adiponectin was also identified as a longevity associated gene in a Polish Centenarian study ([@bb0355]). The Okinawa Centenarian Study (OCS) investigates the role of genetics and lifestyle factors in regulation of longevity in a distinct Japanese cohort. The OCS was initiated in 1975 and since then over 900 centenarians have been enrolled ([@bb0415]). A candidate approach identified FOXO3a, a transcription factor linked to insulin signaling as being important in longevity ([@bb0410]), a finding that was confirmed in the Southern Italian Centenarian study ([@bb0015]). Signaling pathways down stream of insulin and insulin like growth factor (IGF-1) have been clearly linked to longevity in short lived species, where genetic studies in a range of species have demonstrated the ability to target this pathway to manipulate aging ([@bb0205]).

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for longevity and healthy aging have only recently moved to the fore in gerontology research. The first consistent association with longevity emerging from GWAS is APOE ([@bb0360]), a gene that has established links to Alzheimer\'s disease ([@bb0060]). APOE has subsequently been linked to a variety of conditions and a lipoprotein metabolic theme appears to be shared among the major disorders of aging ([@bb0190]). GWAS has also been applied to identify determinants of circulating lipid levels, the European Network for Genetic and Genomic Epidemiology (ENGAGE) conducted a meta-analysis to identify genes associated with serum lipid burden where many of the candidate genes aligned beautifully with the known biology of lipid metabolic regulation in addition to novel roles for genes previously unidentified as being involved in lipid biology ([@bb0030]). Studies investigating genetic determinants of body fat distribution identified numerous new genes of interest, confirming the long suspected links between adipose tissue and metabolic dysfunction ([@bb0240], [@bb0380]). Studies of complex traits have also proved informative, for example the Cohorts for Heath and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE) consortium used a combination of GWAS with subsequent quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis to identify several genes associated with variance in gait speed ([@bb0065]). Network analysis linked these genes to growth and inflammatory signaling, including factors involves in ion transport, metabolism, and cell structure. A similar study of dynapenia, the loss of muscle strength, identified CEBP (CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein beta) as a possible determinant in grip strength, which is interesting as it had already been linked to muscle repair ([@bb0275]). Generally the percentage of variance in population phenotypes explained by GWAS identified candidates is on the small side; however, the alignment between the biology of these genes and the traits they influence is undeniable, and the possibilities for new insights into the biology of disease incidence and progression using this unbiased approach are beyond that promised by any other type of analysis to date. As more genomic data become available for analysis we can expect further discoveries into the genetics of human aging using advanced computational methods to integrate across studies. These studies are expected to point to the causative agents in disease vulnerability, opening up studies into the underlying biology of these factors and how they interact with age and environment to determine longevity.

3. Caloric Restriction Studies {#s0015}
==============================

Since McCay\'s initial documentation ([@bb0290]), calorie restriction has endured 80 years of research to stand out as the most robust dietary intervention to extend average and maximum lifespan and delay the onset of age-related pathologies ([@bb0010]). The effect of CR on longevity is conserved across a diverse range of species from unicellular organisms such as yeast to nematodes, invertebrates and mammals. To date a range of factors have been associated with the beneficial effects of CR, a small subset of which are discussed in the next section. As with any pursuit in medical research, confirmation of the translatability of beneficial outcomes established in studies of short-lived rodents species to humans is the litmus test. The translational gap from lab to clinics can be bridged by studies in nonhuman primates, which share a high degree of similarity to humans. Rhesus monkeys (*Macaca mulatta*) share 93% identity with humans at the genetic level ([@bb0435]), and are highly similar in anatomy, physiology, and endocrinology ([@bb0110]). Average lifespan for rhesus monkeys in captivity is \~ 26 years of age and the maximum lifespan reported nationally is \~ 40 years of age. Importantly incidence and prevalence of age-related diseases and the impact of age aligns nicely for humans and rhesus monkeys. Unlike rodents, rhesus monkeys display patterns of eating and sleeping behavior that mirror those of humans, and the aging trajectory is gradual, also like that of humans, beginning in middle age. In contrast to human studies, rhesus monkey studies can be designed to facilitate comprehensive monitoring of subjects and strict adherence to the study protocol. Given the high degree of translatability and the tractability in study design, nonhuman primates are a vital link between basic research and clinical application.

To investigate the translatability of CR\'s beneficial effects from rodents to primates, three independent rhesus monkey studies were initiated in the late 1980\'s. Two of these studies are ongoing: one at the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the other at the Wisconsin National Primate Research Center based at the University of Wisconsin (UW)-Madison. The third study, performed at the University of Maryland reported favorable effects of CR, although the study was focused on obesity and glucoregulation with only a small cohort designated to CR ([@bb0080]). At the UW, the 25% restriction intervention in a cohort of 76 adult monkeys was associated with significant improvements in morbidity and mortality ([@bb0115]). These findings contrasted with the report from the parallel NIA study, where a difference in survival was not observed between groups within the cohort of 121 monkeys, although a trend toward lower morbidity was reported for CR monkeys compared to controls ([@bb0280]). A subsequent report from UW suggested the gap between control and CR was not as great at NIA as for UW ([@bb0120]), indicating that comparisons between studies might paint a different picture as to the efficacy of CR in primates. This turned out to be the case ([@bb0285]). Two major differences in study design included the timing of onset of CR and in the implementation of the diet. At UW CR was introduced in adults whereas at NIA CR was initiated separately in juveniles and advanced-age animals. CR did not confer a survival advantage in young onset animals; however, the old-onset NIA cohort, although not different between control and CR within the study, were long-lived compared to UW control fed monkeys. This was reflected in lower bodyweight, lower adiposity, and lower food intake, that for both control and CR paralleled the food intake of UW CR animals. The voluntary lower food intake of old-onset controls resulted in little separation between control and CR monkeys and yielded exceptionally long-lived monkeys. Six of the NIA old-set cohort lived to 40 years of age and one lived to 43 years of age, a record for rhesus monkeys in captivity. A common outcome of both studies was the significant delay in the incidence of age-related morbidity among CR animals. The take home message from this joint initiative is that CR delays aging in primates, where lower food intake is associated with improvements in health and survival. The implications of this work are broader, first that aging in primates can be manipulated, supporting the concept that aging is a valuable target for intervention and eventual clinical application, and second, that the mechanisms recruited by CR to impinge on aging will likely have utility in the development of treatments to delay or abrogate age-related disease vulnerability.

With evidence that CR is effective in long-lived species the next question is whether its beneficial effects and mechanistic underpinnings are conserved in humans. The hallmarks of mammalian CR include lower adiposity, increased insulin sensitivity, favorable lipid profiles, and increased levels of the adipose-derived hormone adiponectin. Short-term studies of CR in humans have been conducted as part of the multicenter study (CALERIE) in 2 phases. In the first phase of CALERIE studies (CALERIE-I), the metabolic effects of 6 or 12 months of CR was evaluated in overweight individuals with a target level of restriction of 20--30%. Favorable changes in body weight, body composition, glucoregulatory function and serum risk factors for cardiovascular disease were reported in CR individuals ([@bb0310]). These outcomes were consistent with those reported for monkeys on CR ([@bb0140], [@bb0335]), indicating species-conservation in the CR response. The second phase longitudinal CALERIE-II studies investigated the long-term (2 years) effects of 25% CR in healthy lean individuals. Results from CALERIE-II studies published so far indicate that the beneficial metabolic effects of CR observed in the 6-month CALERIE pilot studies are sustained with prolonged restriction in energy intake at 12 and 24 months. CR individuals displayed metabolic adaptation with reduced total daily energy expenditure at both 12 and 24 months and lowered resting metabolic rate after 12 months of CR ([@bb0345]). Reduction in metabolic rate has been previously linked to weight loss in humans ([@bb0215]), and similar outcomes were reported for the early stages of the monkey CR study ([@bb0340]) but were resolved over a longer time frame ([@bb0330], [@bb0425]) indicating this is likely another point of conservation in the CR response between humans and nonhuman primates. Unlike rodents on CR, circulating levels of IGF-1, cortisol, sex hormones and GH secretion were not altered in humans in both CALERIE clinical trials. Insufficient reduction in calorie intake (\~ 11% CR versus the planned 25% CR) could explain some of the discrepancies on CR-induced metabolic changes observed in CALERIE compared with rodent studies; however there is also the possibility that these are species-specific differences in the CR response. IGF-1 and growth stimulating hormones did not differ between control and CR monkeys on 25% CR at UW ([@bb0340]), and an independent study at University of Oregon reported no difference in sex hormones with CR implemented at a similar level ([@bb0390]). Overall, these studies are highly suggestive that CR\'s effect on aging is translatable to humans and confirm that nonhuman primates do indeed bridge the gap between human and rodent studies.

4. Mechanistic Insights and Effector Proteins in Caloric Restriction {#s0020}
====================================================================

CR impinges on multiple signaling pathways that regulate growth, metabolism, oxidative stress response, damage repair, inflammation, autophagy, and proteostasis, to modulate the aging process ([@bb0250]). The relationship between calorie intake and longevity follows a U-shaped curve, dietary excess and malnutrition both negatively impact survival. Between the extremities there is an inverse linear relationship between lifespan and calorie/energy intake, suggesting that adaptive metabolism is a key component in the response to CR. We recently reported a conserved tissue-type independent transcriptional signature of CR in mice involving mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and redox metabolism pathways ([@bb0035]). This metabolic reprogramming is detected in other species on CR and is recapitulated in genetic models of enhanced longevity, supporting the concept that the CR-induced changes in energetics may indeed underlie the ability of the regimen to delay aging. Mitochondrial function has been linked to key age-sensitive processes including tissue rejuvenation and tumor suppression. Specifically, mitochondrial integrity is important for maintenance of pluripotency of stem cell populations ([@bb0420]) and multiple aspects of mitochondrial function have been implicated in cellular senescence ([@bb0125], [@bb0220]).

Studies in short-lived organisms from yeast to mice have given insight into the identity of potential "effectors" in the mechanism of delayed aging by CR. Many of the factors implicated in CR\'s mechanisms are involved in energy and nutrient sensing ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) These include kinases and deacetylase enzymes involved in post translational modification, nutrient sensing mechanisms to direct cellular signaling, and transcription factors and co-activators that are required to launch a new program of metabolic balance. Several recent reviews have touched on longevity regulation and expand on evidence from rodent, fly, nematode, and yeast studies ([@bb0160], [@bb0250]). Here will provide only a brief introduction to some of the most promising candidates in the mechanisms of CR and the next section describes interventions that have been proposed to target these regulatory nodes.Fig. 2Metabolic regulators are among the strongest candidates as 'effectors' in the mechanisms of delayed aging with CR. These nutrient and energy sensing factors receive extracellular and intracellular signals via indicator molecules to implement various actions in pathways related to growth, metabolism, and inflammation.Fig. 2

AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a key intracellular signaling factor involved in the adaptive response to energy deficit or changes in energetic demand. AMPK senses energy availability and subsequently regulates other pathways including some of those implicated in aging such as mTOR (negative regulator) and SIRT1 (positive regulator) as outlined below. Aging is associated with a decline in AMPK inducibility ([@bb0350]) whereas CR has been shown to activate the AMPK pathway in multiple tissue in animals ([@bb0095]). PGC-1a (peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma coactivator 1 alpha), is a transcriptional coactivator of nuclear receptor transcription factors such as PPARa and PPARg ([@bb0270]). This family of nuclear receptor transcription factors regulate genes involved in a wide spectrum of physiological functions including lipid metabolism and have been implicated in diabetes and metabolic syndrome ([@bb2015]). AMPK directly phosphorylates PGC-1a resulting in activation, thereby promoting the utilization of lipids as fuel. The mechanistic Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) is a nutrient sensing protein kinase that coordinates cellular growth and metabolism from nutrient and amino acid inputs ([@bb0230]). mTOR exists in two complexes: mTORC1 and mTORC2 that impinge on protein synthesis, autophagy, and lipid metabolism ([@bb0195]). Evidence suggests that the beneficial effects of CR on lifespan are at least in part dependent on mTORC1 signaling. Interestingly, AMPK is a negative regulator of mTOR, suggesting that there is a convergence of signaling under CR conditions to simultaneously lower growth signaling, through mTOR and related factors, and enhance lipid metabolism, through PGC-1a and PPARa. Sirtuins are a family of evolutionary conserved enzymes that influence a range of cellular activities including regulation of metabolism, cell fate determination, and chromatin remodeling ([@bb0085], [@bb0185]). Most of the members of the sirtuin family remove acetyl groups to enhance activity of target proteins, although ADP-ribosylation activity has also been reported for some family members. Enzymatic activity of sirtuins requires nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) as a co-substrate. This requirement intimately connects the sirtuin family to metabolism, as they are responsive to changes in NAD availability such as pathways of NAD regeneration and recycling and flux in redox metabolism. Taken together, these studies identify roles for nutrient sensitive metabolic regulators in the response to CR and point to the central importance of metabolic integrity in health and longevity.

5. Interventions that Harness CR\'s Mechanisms {#s0025}
==============================================

Caloric restriction as an intervention is likely to be very difficult to implement in humans. Indeed the goal of CR research is to figure out how it works, not to promote it as a lifestyle. In order to gain the beneficial effects of CR without the restriction of calories, a number of nutraceuticals and established drugs are being explored as a means to mimic the effects of CR. The National Institute on Aging (NIA) at the National Institutes of Health has created the Interventions Testing Program (ITP) to investigate treatments with the potential to extend lifespan and delay age-related disease and dysfunction ([@bb0405]). To date several effective compounds have been identified some of which have been used in human clinical applications such as rapamycin (inhibitor of mTOR), metformin (activator of AMPK), and others that are only recently being applied in human studies such as resveratrol (activator of AMPK and SIRT1).

Resveratrol is a polyphenol found most notably in purple and red berries. The factor that is responsible for the metabolic effects of resveratrol is a point of debate, both AMPK and SIRT1 have been suggested to be the target of resveratrol ([@bb0225], [@bb0395]), and this has been the primary incentive to pursue its abilities as a CR mimetic ([@bb0375]). Resveratrol has been shown to extend lifespan in metabolically compromised mice ([@bb0050]). Evidence to support its ability to enhance longevity in non-obese metabolically healthy animals is lacking ([@bb0300]); however resveratrol has beneficial effects on age related pathologies ([@bb0320]). The NIH database of clinical trials lists 129 studies involving resveratrol, 23 of which are currently open. Studies include outcomes such as cognitive function, cardiovascular health, and metabolic dysfunction secondary to obesity. It will be interesting to see if this natural compound makes its way into clinics.

Rapamycin was initially isolated from soil bacteria found on Easter Island or as it is locally known, Rapa Nui ([@bb0195]). Rapamycin treatment causes inhibition of TORC I and has been shown to extend lifespan in a diverse number of species including yeast, worms, flies, and more recently mice ([@bb0175]). Clinically, rapamycin has long been used as an immunosuppressant for prevention of organ transplant rejection; a function that is likely linked to its profound growth inhibitory effects. Use of rapamycin is limited however due to its adverse metabolic side effects. Recently several groups have conducted studies to optimize dose and frequency of rapamycin treatment with promising results ([@bb0020], [@bb0070]) to separate the longevity effects from the adverse metabolic side effects. In human studies only one report to date describes the use of rapamycin to counter an age-related deficiency. In this work a single dose of rapamycin improved immune parameters in aged individuals including the response to vaccination ([@bb0265]). The NIH clinical trials database lists over 2000 studies involving rapamycin or derivatives thereof, most of which focus on cancer or immune-modulatory activities. Just over 400 are currently active; perhaps the time has come for additional studies of rapamycin treatment in humans that are focused on aging as an outcome.

Metformin is a drug that is commonly prescribed for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Mechanistically, the major target of metformin is thought to be AMPK that is activated upon treatment ([@bb0260], [@bb0430]). Metformin treatment leads to a decrease in signaling through IGF/Insulin ([@bb0235]), and mTOR pathways ([@bb0210], [@bb0315]). It is unclear at this time what the primary effect of metformin is, it has been proposed that changes in cell signaling are secondary to inhibition of Complex I in the mitochondrial electron transport chain ([@bb0165]). The widespread use and long-term application of metformin in the clinical realm has resulted in thousands of publications. Many of these touch on diseases and disorders associated with aging. NIH clinical trails database lists 2000 studies of metformin treatment, 337 of which are currently active. Of particular interest is the TAME trail, "targeting aging with metformin", which is the first of its kind in that aging itself is the process under investigation, with as emergence of comorbidity as the indexed outcome ([@bb0045]). The results of this study are highly anticipated as it paves the way for future clinical trials that focus on aging as the target for intervention, a goal that until recently was not possible through the US Food and Drug Administration.

6. Conclusions, Outstanding Questions, and Future Directions {#s0030}
============================================================

Aging research has entered a very exciting period where traditional scientific approaches to understanding the biology of aging are converging with clinical research and epidemiology. Technological advances in the last few decades have brought aging research to a place that could not even have been imagined back in the days when the establishment of the National Institute on Aging first officially recognized the science of aging. We have already seen the identification of genes and biomarkers associated with healthy aging and exceptional aging, and studies in laboratory animals have laid out a rich framework of factors that have established roles in regulation of longevity.

Outstanding questions include the molecular basis for the role of energy metabolism in aging. How do differences in mitochondrial function create vulnerability to disease? How do defects in mitochondrial efficiency and adaptation arise? To what extent do minor differences in energetic capacity or fuel utilization influence other cellular functions? What networks within the cell are responsive to these relatively small age-related changes? Another important avenue of investigation is the role of lipid metabolism in aging and disease vulnerability. Changes in lipid handling are predicted to impact levels and composition of fatty acids that act as both intracellular and extracellular signaling moieties in addition to being the building blocks of membranes and other cellular structures. Lipid transport and lipid handling are common themes in human and laboratory aging studies, and differences in lipid metabolism have been strongly implicated in the mechanisms of CR, but how does this translate to a change in disease vulnerability as a function of age? Taking a broader view, it will be necessary to distinguish between events that are coincident with aging and those that are driving aging. Does aging arise first within discrete systems or is it orchestrated simultaneously across systems? To what extent are failures in individual processes such as rejuvenation and repair or induction of senescence responsible for age-related disease vulnerability?

To resolve these and other questions future directions must include synergistic collaborative efforts focused on aligning insights from human and laboratory aging studies. Development of advanced computational approaches such as meta-analyses and machine learning will enhance derivation of biological insights from large datasets. These insights can then be tested using genetic and pharmacological approaches in rodent studies to identify new effective interventions to delay aging. Extension of these studies to nonhuman primates will allow translation of biological insights. Caloric restriction research will also have a role to play, where interdisciplinary approaches can be brought to bear to determine the molecular details of CR\'s mechanisms and thereby identify the most promising candidate factors for targeted intervention ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). There is tremendous interest among the public at large in discovering what influences the way we age and if the burden of age-related disease really is an inevitability of the aging process. Working together, researchers engaged in the multiple facets of aging biology are on track to have a profound impact on clinical approaches to healthy human aging.Fig. 3Proposed scheme for integrated studies to define and implement delayed aging. Caloric restriction (CR) provides mechanistic insights into signaling pathways and processes that regulate longevity. Factors and processes implicated in CR\'s mechanisms are very strong candidates for the development of drugs and treatments to enhance healthy aging in humans. These factors can be crosschecked against the growing body of work on human aging biology, and interventions developed from these avenues can be tested for translatability in nonhuman primate models before being proposed for human trials.Fig. 3

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria {#s0035}
======================================

Data for this Review were identified by searches of PubMed for relevant articles using the search terms "Aging, longitudinal studies, caloric restriction". Additional searches were performed based on names of specific genes and pharmacological agents. Articles published in English between 1935 and 2017 were included in the search and results were prioritized for relevance. A limited selection of the articles and reviews identified are cited herein to comply with journal guidelines. We apologize to authors of the numerous excellent studies and review articles that had to be excluded.
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